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ABSTRACT

Practical mechanical systems often operate with some degree of uncertainty. The uncertainties can result from poorly known or variable parameters, from uncertain 
inputs or from rapidly changing forcing that can be best described in a stochastic framework. In automotive applications, cylinder pressure variability is one of the 
uncertain parameters that engineers have to deal with when designing and analyzing internal combustion en-gines. The characterization of acoustic radiation patterns 
of internal combustion engines is a challenging task required for the purpose of effective noise reduction. In this paper the influence of cylinder pressure cyclic 
variability on the assessment and ranking of the different radiating engine surfaces is investigated. A surface contribution analysis (SCA) within a wave based method 
(WBM) framework is adopted for the assessment of noise radiated from different vibrating surfaces of an engine structure. The method adopted consists in the 
decomposition of the boundary conditions of the WBM model, assuming the linearity of the vibrational problem associated to the generation of the vibrations on the 
structure surface, for which the superposition principle is valid. In order to investigate the cyclic variability of cylinder pressure, a Monte Carlo approach is adopted. 
Starting from measured cylinder pressures that exhibits cyclic variability, random Gaussian distribution of the equivalent force applied on the piston is generated. The 
results obtained from this analysis are used to derive correlations between cyclic variability and statistical distribution of the results. The statistical information de-
rived can be used to advance the knowledge of the WBM and SCA applications when uncertain inputs are considered.

1. Introduction

Together with the reduction of fuel consumption and exhaust pol-
lution, noise reduction is one of the main topics of interest in internal
combustion engine development, because of the more and more strict
noise legislation and the increasing customer demands. Engine noise
can be separated into structure-borne noise and air borne noise.
Structure-borne noise is generated from combustion and mechanical
phenomena that occur inside the engine, it is transmitted through the
engine structure and it is radiated from the external surface of the en-
gine. Conversely, air borne noise is directly generated into the air in
correspondence of intake and exhaust systems. The air borne noise can
be significantly reduced adopting air intake and exhaust mufflers,
therefore, surface radiated noise becomes the predominant acoustic
issue. Covers, such as oil pans, valve covers and front gear covers, are

important engine components used to contain liquids (oil and/or water) 
and, in many applications, also to reduce the noise emission of the 
internal components. It has been shown that most of the noise is ra-
diated from covers and an optimal cover design can considerably im-
prove the noise emission [1,2]. In order to understand where and how to 
improve the external covers and engine surfaces design, it is neces-sary 
to analyze and rank the different engine surfaces in terms of emitted 
noise. Experimentally, several methods can be used to rank the different 
radiating surfaces: Lead covering (also called shielding tech-nique), 
surface vibrations technique, acoustic intensity technique and acoustic 
holography [3–5]. To reduce design and development timing and costs, 
computer-aided-engineering (CAE) methods are extensively used. In 
industrial applications the finite elements method (FEM) and the 
boundary element method (BEM) are the most widely used methods to 
predict the acoustic field in interior and exterior radiation problems.
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2. Wave based method for exterior radiation problems

2.1. Problem definition

Let us consider an exterior acoustic problem with a vibrating 
structure which boundary ∂Ω is surrounded by an unbounded 3-di-
mensional fluid domain Ω. The fluid is characterized by its speed of 
sound c and density ρ. Assuming that the system is linear, the fluid 
inviscid and isotropic and that the process is adiabatic, the steady state 
acoustic pressure field is governed by the homogeneous Helmholtz Eq.
[52]
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• Imposed acoustic pressure (Dirichlet boundary condition)
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• Imposed normal impedance (Mixed boundary conditions)
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where i is the imaginary unit, n is the normal vector and Zn denotes the 
normal impedance. Furthermore, ∂ ∪ ∂p vΩ Ω Ω∪ ∂  z = ∂  .Ω Considering
an exterior radiation problem, where the acoustic waves are radiating 
towards infinity, the Sommerfeld radiation condition is applied on the 
boundary, Γ∞ in order to ensure that no acoustic energy is reflected at 
infinity, see [53]:
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∞Γ is the boundary placed in the far field and represents the limit of the
fluid domain in a numerical model (see Fig. 1a). As described in [21] 
and [54], the WBM includes an additional treatment to tackle exterior 
radiation problems with the introduction of an artificial truncation 
boundary that defines two sub-domains: a bounded part and an un-
bounded part. In the bounded region of the domain, the WBM for-
mulation for interior problems is applied, whereas in the unbounded 
region, radiating functions, which satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation 
condition, are employed. The modeling strategy is shown in Fig. 1b, 
where an internal combustion engine is investigated.

2.2. Bounded region

In general, the WBM requires a convex domain to ensure con-
vergence towards the exact solution [9,13] (see [55] for cases, where 
the WBM can be directly applied to non-convex domains). Therefore, it 
is necessary to decompose non-convex domains into a set of Nv convex

Specific methods within FEM and BEM framework were developed with 
the aim to analyze and rank different radiating surfaces of a body, such 
as panel contribution analysis (PCA) [6–8]. In addition to FEM and BEM, 
the wave based method (WBM) has been developed as an alter-native 
method for solving steady-state acoustic problems in the mid-frequency 
range [9]. It is based on an indirect Trefftz approach [10–12] and the 
field variables are expressed in terms of globally defined shape 
functions, which are the exact solutions of the homogeneous governing 
differential equation, but which do not necessarily satisfy the boundary 
conditions [9,13]. The wave models are substantially smaller than 
equivalent FEM and BEM counterparts and exhibit an increased com-
putational efficiency [14,15]. The WBM is nowadays applied to model 
many different problems, for example interior acoustic problems 
[13,16–18], exterior acoustic problems [19–23], plate and membrane 
problems [24–28], coupled vibro-acoustic problems [9,11,16] or por-
oelastic material modeling [29,30]. A wide overview on the WBM can be 
found in [31]. Within the WBM framework, also a surface con-tribution 
analysis (SCA) was proposed to assess and rank the different radiating 
surfaces of the investigated system [32]. In this paper the SCA is used to 
evaluate the noise contributions of the different radiating surfaces. SCA 
consists in the decomposition of the boundary conditions of the WBM 
model, assuming the linearity of the vibrational problem associated to 
the generation of the vibrations on the structure surface, for which the 
superposition principle is valid. In common industrial applications, the 
engine surface vibrations are derived from flexible multi-body dynamic 
(FMBD) simulations [33]. FMBD systems are non-linear systems that 
exhibit large rigid body motion with associated small flexible 
deformations of the bodies [34–36]. FMBD models of internal 
combustion engines may have inaccuracies, which are caused by 
parameter uncertainties: joint clearances, friction, lubrication, load 
estimation, material non-uniformities, manufacturing and assembly 
errors are examples of factors influencing the model uncertainties. These 
inaccuracies generate also variations in the acoustic response and in the 
assessment of the radiating surfaces.

In literature, several methods can be found to formally assess the 
effects of uncertainties in mechanical systems. The Monte Carlo (MC) 
approach is an extensively used method in dynamic models. It consists of 
repeated random sampling of a set of system parameters to obtain the 
uncertainty distribution via numerical simulation results [37–39]. Being 
computationally demanding, Latin Hypercube Sampling [40] and 
Bayesian methods [41,42] were introduced to overcome classical MC 
limitations. In this paper, a Monte Carlo methodology is applied to 
determine the influence of the variability of statistically independent 
excitations on numerical results of WBM for the computation of acoustic 
exterior radiation.

In particular the paper focuses on the influence of cylinder cyclic 
variability on the assessment of radiating surfaces via a SCA. Cyclic 
variability has been observed since the earliest scientific studies of in-
ternal combustion engines [43,44]. Although in the beginning the 
predominant understanding of cyclic variability was that cycle-to-cycle 
variations were of stochastic nature [45,46], there have been many 
attempts to analyze the cycle-to-cycle variations by applying determi-
nistic methods from nonlinear dynamical systems and chaos theory [47–
51]. In general, it can be said that the physiochemical processes in an 
internal combustion engine are influenced by many factors like 
composition of fuel air mixtures, amount of recycled gases in the 
combustion chamber, engine aereodynamics or engine operating con-
ditions. In this paper the cylinder pressure experimentally obtained from 
engine on a test bed and the cylinder pressure variability is sta-tistically 
treated and used as the input for the multi-body dynamic si-mulations. 
Surface normal velocities obtained from the FMBD simula-tions are used 
as boundary conditions for the WBM on which SCA is applied.
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where the unknown weighting factors, gathered in the vector pB
α( ), are

the degrees of freedom of the problem and pq
(α) is the source term (the 

particular solution of the Helmholtz equation). As discussed in [13], the
acoustic wave functions are defined by
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The only condition needed to satisfy the Helmholtz equation is that the
wave numbers in the different directions are related by the expression:
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In the WBM a weighted residual formulation is applied to minimize
the boundary and interface errors and to determine C the unknown
contribution factors pB

α( )  [9,13]. Expanding the weighting functions
with the same function sets as the pressure field (Galerkin approach)
and minimizing the error for each sub-domain Ω(α), yields
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where T is the transpose, α and β denote indices associated to the sub-
domains, p (

w
α) denotes the vector of weighting functions factors, A and 

are matrices resulting from the weighted residual formulation, f are 
vectors of known terms which depend on boundary conditions and the
wave functions. The definitions of the matrices A and C and the vectors f 
can be found in [13]. The weighted residual formulation in Eq. (9) 
should hold for any combination of weighting function, which yields a 
set of linear equations where the unknown terms are the wave function 
contribution factors. The assemble of all sub-domains reads in matrix 
form:
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The WBM matrix equation can also be expressed in a condensed form as

=A p bB (12)

Fig. 1. Application of WBM for one-way coupled structural-acoustic unbounded problems: (a) the concept of a truncation boundary ΓT and (b) the modeling strategy [54].
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where pl
m are the Legendre polynomials, lm (ϑ,Y φ) denote the spherical 

harmonics and lh k( )r  are the spherical Hankel functions.
The modeling of exterior acoustic problems in WBM is done using 

an artificial spherical truncation boundary surface, as described in 
[21,58]. A bounding box, whose characteristic dimensions are the ones 
of the investigated radiating object, is introduced together with 6 ele-
ments between the truncation boundary ΓT and the bounding box, as 
shown in Fig. 1b.

3. Surface contribution analysis

3.1. Application of boundary conditions to a wave based model

In Eq. (11), the terms b α( ) that constitute the known terms of the WB 
system equation are a sum of different (α ≠ β) terms and f (α). Their 
expression is related to the boundary conditions described in Eqs. (2–4) 
and the coupling conditions between sub-domains. The vector f (α), 
which is only associated with the domain α, can be written as
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The term associated to acoustic pressure boundary condition is
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The term associated to impedance boundary condition is
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The term associated to velocity continuity at interfaces with other sub-
domains is
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The term associated to acoustic pressure continuity at interfaces with
other sub-domains is
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The vectors f α β( , ) resulting from the coupling are given by
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where vn and p are respectively the imposed velocity and acoustic
pressure at the boundary, Zn is the imposed impedance at the boundary,
pq

α( ) is the particular solution of the Helmholtz equation (source term)

in sub-domain α while pq
β( ) is the solution of sub-domain β, ∂ΩI
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coupling boundary with other sub-domains and ∂ΩI
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In exterior radiation problems, the boundary conditions of the bounded 
region are the ones in Eq. (14) and are introduced to solve the system in 
Eq. (12).

When complex geometries are investigated (e.g. internal combus-
tion engines), boundary conditions such as structural velocities can be 
mapped on WB sub-domains adopting an MLV (multi local velocity) 
algorithm as described in [54].

3.2. Problem formulation for a wave based surface contribution analysis

The purpose of SCA is to separately calculate the solution of Eq. (12) 
decomposing the area on which the boundary conditions are calculated. 
For the sake of simplicity, in the following expressions the source terms
pq

(α) are set equal to zero, although, for a more general source con-
tribution analysis formulation, it is possible to consider also these 
terms. Neglecting the source terms, it is straight forward to analyze 
separately the noise radiated from the different surfaces. The terms b α( )

in Eq. (10) are defined as sum of different boundary conditions, which 
are expressed in Eqs. (15) and (16) and are applied on different sur-
faces, ∂Ωv

α( ), ∂Ωp
α( ), ∂ΩZ

α( ) and ∂ΩI
α( ).

Consider a boundary surface selection ∂Ωj such that ∂ = ⋃ ∂
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being Ns the total number of surface selections. Introducing Eq. (17)
and Eq. (18) in Eq. (11), the boundary conditions associated to ∂Ωj can 
be expressed as
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where f j
α( ) and f j

( ,α β) differ from Eqs. (15) and (16) only because of the
different integration regions, ∂Ωv j
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tegration surface. Given that, the WBM system of Eq. (12) can be solved 
considering the known terms bi, it follows

2.3. Unbounded region

In the unbounded domain, the solution has to fulfill both 
Sommerfeld radiation condition and Helmholtz equation. The un-
bounded subdomain is always concave, since it is defined by the un-
bounded region exterior to a sphere. However, the convexity require-
ment is only necessary for bounded sub-domains [56]. A valid basis set 
for the wave function expansions is given in [21,57] and in a spherical 
coordinate reference system it re f ( ,α β) ads
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The terms pBj, correspond to the contribution of surface ∂Ωj to the global 
solution of the associated radiation problem. Since the WBM
formulation solves the Helmholtz Eq. (1), for which solution the su-
perposition principle is valid, and considering the validity of Eqs. (17)
and (18), also the solutions pBj, obtained considering the known terms

bj
α( ), can be linearly summed

∑=
=

p pB Bj
j

N

1

s

(21)

4. Cyclic variability of cylinder pressure

In this paper, the influence of cyclic variability on the results ob-
tained from acoustic radiation WBM model is investigated. Particular 
attention is paid to the assessments of the different radiating surfaces of 
the engine. Therefore, the effects of cyclic variability are investigated 
using the SCA methodology described in Section 3. The cylinder pres-
sure is given as an external excitation to the investigated FMBD system 
and then the structural vibration evaluated with FMBD simulation are 
used as boundary conditions for the WBM analysis. This pressure was 
measured on a GDI engine running under full load operating conditions 
with constant engine cycle averaged speed of 3000 rpm and firing crank 
angle of 10 deg.

The measured data consists of 16 periods that are used as 16 sample 
cycles (one cycle correspond to two complete crankshaft rotations being 
a 4-stroke engine). In Fig. 2, the blue line shows the mean value of the 
cylinder pressure measured, while the orange lines correspond to the 
95% confidence interval of the measured data (two times the standard 
deviation). Due to confidentiality of measured data, values on y-axis of 
Fig. 2 are omitted. The maximum pressure measured exhibits a Gaus-
sian distribution with a standard deviation of 8.6 bar. From these 
pressure data, an equivalent distributed force is derived, which is ap-
plied in normal direction both on piston heads and on the walls of the 
combustion chambers. Each time history is obtained by mixing the 16

measured cycles in random sequence. Each excitation in a cylinder has a 
time history which is independent from the excitations in the other 
cylinders and the statistical dispersion of the excitations correspond to 
the one shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 3 shows the statistical distribution of 
the resultant force applied on the piston. This distribution is obtained 
from a MC approach consisting of 30 simulations, according with [59]. 
The frequency spectra in Fig. 3 are input to the FMBD considering 3 
consecutive engine periods (i.e. 0.12 s) windowed with Hanning func-
tion, resulting in a frequency step of 8.3 Hz. From Fig. 3, it can be seen 
that the frequency spectrum of the applied force is characterized by a 
series of tonal components. The frequencies of these tones depend on the 
engine speed. The first peak in the frequency spectra occurs at the 0.5th 
engine order, 25 Hz, and the other harmonics at its multiples. Most of 
the energy is contained below 250 Hz. Concerning the statis-tical 
distribution of data, it can be said that the standard deviation is 
relatively low in correspondence of the cylinder firing frequency (25 Hz 
and multiples). The dispersion in the frequency spectra, is higher 
compared to the one in time domain. The main reason is that the higher 
frequency content is influenced by the shape and the smoothness of the 
excitation time history [60]. In fact, the variability of the cylinder 
pressure spectrum is not only influenced by the maximum pressure, but 
also (and especially) by the shape of the pressure time history, as 
confirmed in Fig. 4 where the first and second time derivative of the 
pressure time history are plotted.

5. Influence of cyclic variability on the assessment of vibrating 
surfaces

Several methodologies can help engineers to assess and rank ra-
diating surfaces of a vibrating structures. Unfortunately, numerical 
models are deterministic, and do not consider system or excitation 
variability. The aim of this section is to introduce a methodology which 
helps to deal with uncertainties due to excitation variability. In this 
section, the influence of cyclic cylinder variability on the assessment and 
ranking of radiating engine surfaces is investigated.

With this purpose, the measured excitations shown in Section 4 are 
used to model the engine dynamics. Structural vibrations are derived via 
FMBD simulation. The structural vibration are used as boundary 
conditions of the acoustic problem and with a SCA radiating surfaces are 
finally ranked. Considering that excitations exhibit a certain variability, 
different FMBD simulations are performed in a MC scheme. The acoustic 
results are finally statistically treaded in order to under-stand how 
excitation variability influences the acoustic ranking and assessment.

5.1. The investigated model

The investigated system is a four-cylinder internal combustion en-
gine running at a full load condition with constant engine cycle aver-
aged speed of 3000 rpm (although the methodology can be applied for 
any engine running condition). Fig. 5 shows the 3D model investigated. 
The engine block is the radiating body investigated in the SCA and 
consists of 1,53,728 Degrees of Freedom (DoFs). The material selected 
is steel with an elasticity modulus of 2,10,000 N/mm2, a Poisson ration 
of 0.3 and a density of 8076 kg/m3. The structural vibrations are 
evaluated with a FMBD in time domain using the software AVL EXCITE 
[58]. The only excitation considered in the FMBD simulation is the 
cylinder gas pressure. Frequency domain results are derived from time 
domain simulated data, considering 3 engine periods and adopting a 
Hanning window. Once frequency domain results are extracted from 
FMBD simulation, SCA is performed within WBM framework im-
plemented in AVL EXCITE [58].

Regarding the FMBD simulation, the total amount of time needed

Fig. 2. Cyclic variability of measured cylinder pressure. In blue, the mean value. In or-
ange, the 95% confidence interval of measured data. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



for the computation is significantly influenced by the number of DoFs of 
the system. Hence, a condensed model with a reduced number of DoFs, 
equivalent to the full model [61–63], is considered for the simulation. 
The condensed number of DoFs of the engine block is 1666. All modes 
up to 3 kHz are included into the reduced model. The dynamic system 
of equations is solved in time domain and the resulting data are 
transformed into frequency domain. Once the full multi-body simula-
tions are performed in a Monte Carlo scheme, normal surface velocities 
are transformed into the frequency domain and are used as boundary 
condition in the SCA. This procedure will allow the evaluation of sta-
tistical information regarding the influence of cylinder cyclic variability 
on the assessment of radiating surfaces via a SCA.

Fig. 6 shows all the different surfaces investigated in the SCA. There

are in total 27 different surfaces. Each surface is associated with an 
identification number as shown in Fig. 6: surfaces 1–4 are associated to 
the oil pan; 5 and 6 correspond to the air intake system; the cover head 
is from 7 to 9; the exhaust manifold in surface 10; 11 and 12 are placed 
in the front of the engine; the right hand side of the engine block consist 
of surfaces 13 and 14 while 15 and 16 belong the left hand side; the rear 
of the engine block is surface 17; 18 and 19 are the surfaces of the 
gearbox directly enclosing the differential; all the surfaces from 20 to 
27 are associated with the gearbox.

5.2. Influence of cyclic variability on noise radiation results

The cyclic variability of the cylinder pressure influences the results

Fig. 3. Cyclic variability of piston force frequency spectra.
In blue, the mean value. In orange, the 95% confidence
interval of measured data. In grey, all the different samples
of the MC approach. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. First and second time derivative of cylinder pressure. In blue, the mean value. In orange, the 95% confidence interval of measured data. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



depending on the investigated field point node. Similar results were also 
obtained from experimental investigations [64]. These differences can 
also be caused by sound directivity variability.

Due to high variability of results and directivity oscillations, it was 
preferred to focus the attention on power quantities, which are asso-
ciated to system surfaces. Fig. 8 shows the acoustic active output power 
evaluated on the spherical field point mesh placed in the far field having 
radius of 2.2 m. The orange lines indicate the 95% confidence interval. 
The conclusion arising from Fig. 8 is that variability of results increases 
with increasing frequency, in agreement with the trend shown in Fig. 3.

5.3. Influence of cyclic variability on surface contribution analysis

Fig. 9 shows the average of acoustic radiated active power from all 
the different surfaces. Data are also compared with the overall power 
radiated from the whole engine (bottom line in Fig. 9). Results from SCA 
shown in Fig. 9 helps to rank the different surfaces in terms of emitted 
noise. E.g., at 1800 Hz, where gear whine noise appears, sur-faces 20 
and 23 (shown in Fig. 10) are the most relevant, with more than 10 dB of 
difference from all other surfaces. Fig. 10 also shows the normal surface 
velocities on the engine, highlighting how SCA helps to properly assess 
the radiating surfaces. In fact, although the oil pan and the bottom of the 
gearbox have similar velocity levels to the ones of surfaces 20 and 23, 
their emitted acoustic power is negligible (10 dB difference or more).

The influence of cylinder cyclic variability on the assessment of the 
different radiating surfaces is shown in Figs. 11 and 12, where the 
acoustic radiated power at 600 and 1800 Hz is shown including the 95% 
confidence interval bars (two times the standard deviation).

Fig. 5. The engine investigated.

of the multi-body dynamic simulation. Therefore, the structural normal 
velocities on the engine surface, which are the boundary conditions of 
the acoustic radiation model, may differ from one sample of the Monte 
Carlo methodology to another. In Fig. 7, the structural velocities on 
engine surface and the sound pressure level (SPL) on a spherical field 
point mesh of radius 2.2 m are shown for a frequency of 1450 Hz. Fig. 7 
compares results of 2 samples of the Monte Carlo algorithm, showing 
how relatively small changes on the structural side (on average 10 dB) 
can lead to more than 30 dB of difference on the acoustic side,

Fig. 6. The different surface selections investigated in the SCA.



According to Fig. 8, also the results of the different surface selections are 
affected by variability which increases with frequency. Similar 
considerations may also arise from the analysis of other frequencies.

As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, with increasing variability of results, 
the 95% confidence interval bars of different surfaces may overlap. 
Therefore, it may happen that it is not possible to univocally rank the 
different panels. As for example in Fig. 12 at 1800 Hz, it is not com-
pletely clear if the noise produced from surface 23 always has higher 
intensity than the one produced from surface 20.

To deal with this, the cross correlation between the sources is in-
vestigated. As an example, Fig. 13 shows the Pearson correlation 
coefficients cc between the different power results at 1800 Hz. The 
Pearson correlation coefficient is defined as the ratio between the 
covariance of two random variables, A and B, and the product of their 
standard deviations, respectively σA and σB, [65]

=cc cov A B
σ σ

( , ) .
A B (22)

Fig. 7. Variability of results due to cyclic cylinder pressure
variations at 1450 Hz. Two different samples of the Monte
Carlo calculations are shown (respectively a and b).
Above, normal surface velocity. Below, SPL on a 2.2 m
radius sphere.

Fig. 8. Active acoustic power evaluated on the spherical
field point mesh placed in the far field having radius of
2.2 m. In blue, the mean value. In red, the 95% confidence
interval. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)



From Fig. 13, it is clear that all the contributions to the overall noise
from oil pan and gear box surfaces are strongly correlated to each other.
Hence, it is possible to state that acoustic power radiated from surfaces
20 and 23 are correlated. Being correlated, the contribution of surface
23 is the most relevant at 1800 Hz, because increasing contribution of
surface 20 are correlated with increasing contribution of surface 23.

Given two or more correlated contributions, one may intuitively
think that they can be ranked using only mean values despite of high
variability. To quantify how much the ranking based on mean values of
radiated power is affected from system variability, the difference be-
tween projections is investigated. Considering the power radiated from
two surfaces A and B, respectively PA and PB, their difference ( −P PA B)
has a mean value μAB and a standard deviation σAB. The probability that

PA is grater that PB is proportional to the integral between zero and + ∞
of the Gaussian probability function generated using μAB and σAB. This 
information tell us that at 1800 Hz, although the 95% confidence in-
tervals of surfaces 20 and 23 overlap, surface 23 is always radiating 
more power (in accordance with their Pearson correlation coefficient 
shown in Fig. 13). This is not the case for surfaces 4 and 5 at 600 Hz. 
Their Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.53 and only in the 58% of the 
cases surface 5 radiates more power than surface 4, as shown in Fig. 14. 
The elements in Fig. 14 indicate the probability that the contribution i 
on the row is greater or equal to the contribution j on the column. For 
the sake of simplicity, only the 4 most relevant radiating surfaces are 
considered.

Fig. 9. Active acoustic power from the different surfaces.
Mean values of the Monte Carlo method.

Fig. 10. Comparison between surface normal velocity and
the position of the most radiating surfaces (in yellow) at
1800 Hz. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)



Fig. 11. Acoustic active power of all different surfaces at
600 Hz. The bars consider the 95% envelop of results.

Fig. 12. Acoustic active power of all different surfaces at
1800 Hz. The bars consider the 95% envelop of results.



6. Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to describe a methodology which helps to
assess and rank radiating surfaces when excitation uncertainties are
considered. In real measurements, excitation variability affects source
assessment and ranking. The methodology here introduced helps to
quantify this influence. In particular in this paper, the influence of
cyclic variability in the exterior acoustic radiation problem using wave
based method modeling is investigated. Particular attention is paid on
the influence of these excitation uncertainties on the assessment of the
different radiating surfaces using a surface contribution analysis. The
variability of cylinder pressure is measured from running operating
conditions of a test engine and the measured data are used as input

excitation for the analysis on a numerical multi-body systems of the
engine tested.

The structural velocities obtained from the multi-body simulation
are then used as boundary conditions for the acoustic analysis. A Monte
Carlo method is adopted to perform a series of simulations which differ
in terms of statistical distribution of the excitation, in accordance with
the measured cyclic variability. The results obtained from this analysis
are used to derive statistical information on the variability of the results
of wave based modeling and on the variability of the noise contribution
of the different radiating surfaces. The results obtained show how the
variability of the results is in accordance with the variability of the
measured cylinder pressure. In general, the variability increases with
frequency.

This study also shows how and how much the uncertainties on cy-
linder pressure influence the ranking of the radiating surfaces. Anyway,
the uncertainties arising from results variability can be overcome in-
vestigating the cross correlation of the different surfaces contributing to
the total emitted noise.
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